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1. Introduction. Let ß be a locally compact £-adic field, with

residue class field of odd characteristic, let t? denote the ring of inte-

gers in ß, and letr generate the unique prime ideal in??, i.e. ord(r) = 1.

Let G = GL(2, ß), the group of nonsingular two-by-two matrices with

entries in ß, and let K — GL(2, &), the subgroup of integer matrices

with unit determinant. K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, and

any maximal compact subgroup of G is conjugate to K.

Let u be an irreducible unitary representation of K in a complex

vector space F„. Let Su denote the vector space consisting of functions

f on G whose values are endomorphisms of Fu and which satisfy

f(kgk') =u(k)f(g)u(k') for all k, k'QK, gQG (the product is composi-
tion of endomorphisms of F„). Su is called the space of spherical func-

tions of class u on G. Set/*(g) = 'f(g~1). Those elements of Sa which

are integrable (for the Haar measure) on G(Sl) are seen to comprise

a selfadjoint Banach algebra under convolution on G.

In this paper we shall prove that, for any u, S1 is a commutative

algebra. We remark that our result implies the commutativity of a

class of Hecke algebras defined on certain two-by-two matrix groups;

it also implies that GL(2, ß) is a type I group (cf. [l] for an earlier

proof that GL(2, ß) is a type I group).

An earlier draft of this paper appeared as an appendix to the au-

thor's thesis at the Johns Hopkins University. He wishes to thank

Professor Hisaaki Yoshizawa for conversations which led to the result

presented here.

2. A reduction. Let e be a nonsquare unit in#. Let R be the subset

of K consisting of matrices of the form

\tß    a)

Risa compact abelian group and is isomorphic to the group of units

in the extension ringt?(\/e).
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Let p be a character of R, Ap the convolution algebra of integrable

functions on G satisfying the relation/(rgr') =p(rr')f(g) for all r, r'ER,

gEG. It is easy to show that Si is isomorphic to a subalgebra of Ap

for any p contained in the restriction to A of m (cf. [2, p. 173]). To

prove Si is commutative for any u we show that A„ is commutative

for any p.

3. The proof. To facilitate the proof of the commutativity of the

algebras A„ we introduce a "Cayley transform" for G.

For g EG set C(g) =ygy~l, where

/   1   -1/VA7=U   i >

C is an isomorphism of G with the group of all nonsingular matrices

of the form

u :>
where a, 6E^(V«) and the bar denotes conjugation in Q(\/e). C(K)

= C(G)C\GL(2, â(Ve)) ; C(R) is the set of diagonal matrices in C(K).

From now on we identify C(G) and G.

In the transformed version of G we consider two involutions. The

mapping g to g, where g has entries conjugate to those of g, is an

order-two automorphism of G. For

O^A(g), the determinant of g, set

«■-*-» (-.5 !)•

(T is an order two antiautomorphism of G. Both involutions clearly

leave a Haar measure on G invariant.

We shall say g is o"-symmetric if g" = gA~i(g). This is the case if and

only if diagonal entries of g belong to fi. Note that g" =g_1 if and only

if g is a diagonal matrix (a scalar times an element of R). We denote

the cr-symmetric elements of G by S.     .,■«

Lemma 1. (1) G = SR.
(2) rsr'ES, sES, r, r'ER if and only if, diagonal entries of s are

zero or r' =\r~1, X a scalar matrix with unit entries ma.

(3) For allfEA, and all sES, f(s) =f(S).
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Proof of (3) only. For any aQÜ, unit bQô(y/e), and integer k we

have

II   0\ /     a        ôr*\ _ /     a      5r*\ /5   0\

\0    ô/\-i5r*       a/      V-tÔT*     a/\0    b)'

(3) follows immediately.

Next we induce an involution a on A„ and show that the a-sym-

metric elements of Ap form a commutative real subalgebra.

Lemma 2. ForfQAp, setf'(g) =f(g"). Thenf'QAp and the mapping
a: AP—>A„ is a complex-conjugate linear antiautomorphism.

Proof. fQA„ implies fcQAp, since f'(rgr') =]((rgr'y) =f(r'"g'r')

=f(r'~1g"r-1) =p(rr')f(g"), for any r, r'QR, gQG. That a is complex-

conjugate linear is clear. To see that a is an antiautomorphism

observe that

(I*h)'(g)= f f(x)Ii(x-Y)dx =  f J(g'u-l)h(u)du
Jo Jo

-  f h(W)f(g'(u-l)°)du =  f h°(u)f*(u-lg)du = h° *f°(g).
J a J a

Qa\\fQA„ a-symmetric if/'(g) =/(g) for all gQG.

Lemma 3. (1) fQAp is a-symmelric if and only 4//(g) =7(A~1(g)g).
(2)  The o-symmetric elements of A„ comprise a commutative real

subalgebra of A„.

Proof.  (1)  f°(g) =f°(sr) =J(r"s') =J(r-lA~l(s)s) =p(r)f(A-1(s)s)

=p->(r)p(A(r));(A-K5)5)=/(A-Hg)g).
(2) Clearly, real linear combinations of a-symmetric elements of

Ap are a-symmetric. We must show both that f*h(s) =f*h(A~1(s)s)

and that f*h(s) =h*f(s) for any/ and Aa-symmetric and any sQS. We

have

f * Ks) = r f(g)h(g-h)dg
J a

J a

-  f J(x)h(x-*A-*(s)s)dx = / * A(A->(5)i) ;
Ja

and f*h(s) = (/*Ä) '(5) - h'*f (s) = A*/(5).
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Proposition. A„ is commutative.

Proof. Given fEA„, we may write f=fi+ift, where/,- is tr-sym-

metric, * = 1 or 2. Indeed, /i = (f+f')/2 and /2 = (/-/')/2i. The com-
mutativity of Ap follows immediately from Lemma 3.

4. Extension of results to the projective general linear group. Our

results extend immediately, by a lifting argument, to the case of

G = PGL(2, U), the factor group of GL(2, ÍÍ) by the scalar matrices,

and K = PGL(2,â). lnPGL(2, £2) there is a second conjugacy class of

maximal compact subgroups, a representative of which is generated

by the projections to PGL(2, ti) of the matrices

An     ku\   kiiEV,        1 Û i,j = 2)   u   i/°    l\\

\rkn   kj' A~l(k) Ed- j        \\t    0/f '

This group contains a compact abelian subgroup isomorphic to

ßx(\/r)/fix, the quotient of multiplicative groups. A variant of the

argument of this paper extends the conclusions.
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